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Context:

The Phase I submission proposal is a fundamental step in the chain of actions leading to the execution of the
observations for the Queued Service Observations (QSO) Project. The main goal of the Phase I is to submit a
science program and have its science merit and other aspects evaluated by the Time Allocation Committees. In
this first step, the main aspects of the science program (i.e. goals, technical justification) are presented and the
investigating team is defined. The Phase I submission is, of course, not limited to the observations to be executed
in a queue mode but applies also for all the other observations at CFHT.  However, the Phase I submission for
the QSO mode is crucial for several reasons:

1. It allows the investigators to request the QSO mode or justify why the classical mode is preferable for a
specific program.

2. It defines the investigator team and provides important details (e.g. email and postal addresses, user id, runid,
passwords) necessary for the later phases of the QSO execution and data distribution.

3. It describes the main science goals, fundamental information for a better understanding of the program
executed.

4. It allows a first look at the sky conditions (and other constraints) requested for all the programs.  This is
crucial for the TAC evaluation since the way a queue is filled with programs requesting diverse conditions
plays an important role in the success of the QSO mode.

5. After the TAC evaluation, the integration time allocated for a given program is given as well as the number
of QSO nights that should be scheduled.

The Phase I submission is done through an electronic “Phase I tool”.  In this memorandum, we first provide a
review of the different options available for the Phase I tool, in particular in the context of the QSO mode. These
options are:

1. POOPSY: The Web-based entry tool from CADC used for observations since the semester 1999B.
2. PIT: The “Phase I Tool” developed by NOAO and being adapted for GEMINI observations in Canada.
3. QSO Phase I Tool: A tool entirely developed “in-house” by the QSO Project.

Some questions related to these tools are brought up and must be discussed with the science staff before making
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a final decision on our choice of the Phase I Tool.  However, in the exclusive context of the QSO Project, we
develop a preliminary recommendation following our comparison between these three options and an evaluation
of the available tools.

Tool Evaluation:

1) POOPSY

Description

POOPSY (Phase One Observing Proposal SYstem) is a Web-based system developed around cgi-bin/PERL
scripts and resides at CADC.  The tool populates the tables of a relational database system (Sybase running on
Solaris).  The relevant entry fields of these tables (Fig. 1) are extracted and parsed to a Latex template, which is
compiled to obtain a printed version of the observing proposals. 

Pros

• POOPSY is working well, is easy to use, and is now very stable. 
• CFHT Users are now familiar with it.
• With a few modifications (already discussed with CADC), POOPSY will be very well adapted for the QSO

mode observations at CFHT.
• POOPSY covers all the observations for all the instruments at CFHT, not just the programs to be executed

in the QSO mode.
• The Latex printed form is required for the TAC evaluation.
• Developed around Sybase, similar to what QSO will used for the Phase II and observations.
• Information from previous observing proposals is kept.
• Implementation on the mirror site for the French community should not be a problem.
• Implementation on our Web server and our database server would be easy.

Cons

• POOPSY was not developed using modern, dynamical Web-database applications (i.e. ColdFusion); internal
validation is limited and complicated to implement.

• User support (i.e. CFHT staff) and technical support (i.e. CADC) is not very efficient.
• POOPSY is at CADC: for the QSO mode, it is difficult to fully implement our needs, in particular for the

specific entry fields of the relational database. It took WEEKS to get some details on the contents of the
database, necessary for the Phase II database specifications.

• The database must be sent to CFHT for the QSO mode but not much control over this process? What
happens when CADC decides alone to change Phase 1 table structures?

• Future is VERY uncertain! POOPSY won’t be used for Gemini proposals so for the semester 2001A, the
support for POOPSY is not clear at all.

2) PIT

Description

The Phase I Tool (“PIT”) was developed by NOAO as a new system for proposal submission.  It is a “stand-
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alone” software (it is not necessary to be on-line to work on a proposal) and has to be installed on a local
machine. It is developed using Java and produces a XML file. While the proposal is completed, this XML file
is sent to one of the Gemini offices, parsed to feed a database, and a specific set of backend procedures translates
the XML file into a Latex file. In principle, XML offers the possibility for an internal validation for the values
of the entry fields through DTD (Document Type Definition). This is actually not implemented because PIT XML
documents are stand-alone XML documents, and therefore can only be checked for “well-formation” but not for
semantics nor for data ranges (see [1] p7 for details about these choices)

Pros
• 
• Powerful tool that allows the detailed creation of the science programs for Gemini and other observatories

as well.
• XML might become a “standard” for proposal submission for other observatories (see [1] - introduction).

For that matter, it is possible to upgrade to specific needs of other observatories through specific DTD.
• The interface is relatively easy to use and includes help files (See Fig 2, 3 4).
• It works under different platforms: Solaris, Linux, and Windows.
• Already provides training and observing strategy for the users for the Phase II Observing Tool (OT).

Cons

• PIT is a stand-alone software developed with Java. This is a clear danger because Java is often not
compatible on different platforms, etc. PIT will never be developed for Mac OS (a popular platform in
France).

• To adapt PIT for the CFHT needs requires a MAJOR effort (probably 2 months of programming/testing).
If must not only be modified for the QSO mode but for all the instruments.  It’s basically starting from
scratch if we do that. This will exceeds the tasks (and the manpower!) defined for the QSO Project.

• Internal verification through XML is not well defined yet. A direct link with the Gemini office might be
necessary.  This might be complicated for external users in particular for the French users.

• No direct Latex version can be produced. A HTML form can be produced for viewing in a Web browser and
printed out.  The backend converting the XML to a Latex file must be written and could be time-consuming.
We might have to consider switching to HTML for TAC evaluation, since XML to HTML is a more natural
process, but this implies some effort if we want to keep a close document layout.

• PIT is too broad and complicated for our specific needs for the Phase I submission for CFH12K and
MegaPrime.

3) QSO Phase I Tool

Description

A Phase I tool could be entirely developed in the actual framework of the QSO Project.  To meet the deadlines,
it would certainly have to be Web-based and developed using modern Web-database development tools like
ColdFusion.  The relational database would have to be entirely defined as well as the procedures to populate it.

Pros

• Complete control of the Phase I submission proposal will be achieved at CFHT.
• A more modern tool than Poopsy would be developed.  This, for example, will allow a much more extensive
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internal verification of the proposals.
• Support will be more efficient.
• The tool could be made very similar to the QSO Phase II tool and could even be fully integrated to it.  This

would make the whole procedure easier for the CFHT users.

Cons

• This represents a major effort that cannot be undertaken with the actual timeline of the QSO Project.
• The on-line compilation and checking of the LaTeX file is a major programming burden
• The Phase I tool must cover all the instruments at CFHT. This exceeds the scope defined for the QSO

Project.

Comments and Recommendation

The timeline for the QSO Project is given in Figure 5. At the moment, the QSO Project is entirely developed by
two persons.  We hope to have another programmer around May-June 2000.  With the importance of the other
tools, it is extremely unlikely that more than a few weeks can be devoted to a full implementation of a new
Phase I tool here at CFHT before August 2000.

For the QSO Project, keeping POOPSY at CADC for the proposals 2001A represents a risk.  It is difficult to get
the information we need and slow to get a modification done. In other words, we do not have enough control on
POOPSY to become too dependent on it. On the other hand, more modern Phase I tools like PIT are appealing,
even if the risks at this moment seem too high.  However, if we want to start QSO in 2001A, it is impossible to
think that we will have enough time to adapt PIT or to develop a new tool from scratch before the deadline for
the proposals*. 

This leads to our recommendation:

The QSO Project recommends to fully bring POOPSY (sources, Latex template) and its Sybase database
system to CFHT in order to meet the 2001A deadline for the start of the QSO observations. A more
modern Phase I tool (Web-based or stand-alone) could be subsequently developed when the QSO
observations executed with MegaPrime using the planned QSO tools are shown to be successful and stable
enough to allow time for developing new, upgraded software for Phase I.

----------------
*Important Note about possible upcoming open XML standards for astronomy:

XML is a powerful data interchange standard, especially useful when coping with different database systems
and/or environments. We recognize the effort of Gemini to setup this standard in the field of proposal submission,
and we must keep an eye on it, but this does imply we have to use PIT. PIT itself is just one of the tools which
will be used to produce XML within the Gemini consortium. Extracting data from a database to produce XML,
to feed another database, is now a common task made simple due to emerging APIs (eg SAX). This means that
we do not isolate ourselves from this effort even if we do not use just the same entry tools as the investigators
of this effort.

References:
• [1] Description of an XML-based Phase 1 Document by Kim Gilles et al, Gemini high-level software group

report
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figures
caption text
eps text
figure_id int
figure_name varchar(80)
hsf float
htrans int
prop_id int
rot float
scale float
status char(1)
vsf float
vsize float
vtrans int

general
abstract text
add_nights float
category varchar(40)
extension varchar(10)
ext_text text
joint varchar(10)
joint_nights float
other_obs varchar(10)
other_text text
prop_id int
semester char(1)
status char(1)
supervisor varchar(40)
thesis varchar(10)
title text
year int
agency varchar(40)

instrument
detector varchar(20)
filters text
focus varchar(20)
grisms text
instrument varchar(80)
other_instr varchar(80)
prop_id int
special text
status char(1)

investigators
address text
country varchar(20)
email varchar(40)
fax varchar(40)
fname varchar(40)
institute varchar(80)
lname varchar(40)
phone varchar(40)
prop_id int
status char(1)
inv_id int

justification
allocations text
biblio text
justification text
previous_runs text
prop_id int
status char(1)
technical text

proposal
accepted_date datetime
creation_date datetime
disclaimer varchar(10)
mod_date datetime
prop_id int
status char(1)
submit_date datetime
accepted_id int
telescope varchar(20)
user_id varchar(40)

run_info
days float
lst_opt varchar(20)
lst_early varchar(20)
lst_late varchar(20)
nights float
phase varchar(20)
prop_id int
service varchar(5)
status char(1)
unacceptable text
targets text

targets
comment text
dec int
epoch float
exposure float
filter varchar(10)
magnitude float
numexp int
phase varchar(20)
prop_id int
ra int
seeing varchar(20)
sky varchar(20)
target_id int
target_name varchar(40)

Figure 1: Poopsy Tables
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Figure 2: PIT Interface
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Figure 3: PIT Interface
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Figure 4: PIT Interface
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